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2018-11-07T23:19:00-07:00 2017-12-12T14:00:00-07:00 Apple has
once again set its developers to work, this time in an effort to eliminate
the distribution of counterfeit Apple equipment on college campuses. A

recent Apple employees' survey offered up some interesting data
regarding the company's interest in higher education and the use of

proper equipment by students and instructors. Apple seeks to eliminate
'counterfeit' student-owned Macs Apple's survey asked whether students
had been seen working with "Macs, PCs or iMacs" on college campuses.
The results were not good for students, with 97 percent of respondents
saying that they knew of someone with "a counterfeit or non-genuine
Mac." Students were also asked whether they had sold or sold course

material, such as study notes, and whether the students knew anyone else
who did the same. And, just in case college administrators are worried

about schools becoming hotbeds of Mac piracy, 81 percent of
respondents said that they knew of someone who had been able to "sell

or give away" Mac software. All this data, combined with anecdotal
evidence such as a 2007 issue of the The Inside Higher Education

Newsletter that reported on a student who had won a $700 Apple iPad
from a campus radio station, was enough to get Apple's attention. "Once

you have the data it's not something you have to work at," Apple told
The Register. "You simply get on top of it. It may not be something the

company can directly solve but it creates a stake in the ground for
campus administrators." So what did Apple do? It compiled an updated

list of what the company considers to be the most popular Apple
products on college campuses and produced a video aimed at teaching

staff about the issue. "Staff need to know the difference between
counterfeit Macs and genuine Macs," reads the video. "They need to
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understand that many of the supply chain partners we talk about in the
video... are legitimate, reliable businesses. And those that aren't need to

be held accountable." The video also points out that college
administrators have a responsibility to their students and the community

as a whole: "It's our expectation that students use authentic Apple
products for the duration of their college career, and beyond," says the
video. As usual with Apple, the product is actually designed to be used

by Apple employees,
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